Who we are

Consort Technical Underwriting Managers (Pty) Ltd was founded in 1999. With over 200 years of collective Engineering Insurance experience, Consort is a well-respected source for brokers both locally and internationally when seeking sound, quality underwriting for this highly specialised class of insurance

Our products

Contractors All Risk Insurance (CAR) / Erection All Risks Insurance (EAR)

Our CAR insurance covers all types of building and civil engineering construction, indemnifying the insured against the hazards that may threaten these works whilst under construction.
Our EAR insurance provides cover in respect of transit and erection followed by commissioning of all types of machinery / equipment.
Public Liability Insurance
Consort offers the relevant Public Liability Insurance cover attaching to both our CAR and PAR insurance.

Plant all Risks Insurance (PAR)
Our PAR insurance covers the insured on an “All Risks” basis for the loss of or damage to the insured Plant and/ or Equipment whilst it is in use on site, in transit or being stored.

Electronic Equipment Insurance (EEI)
Our EEI offers cover to businesses using electronic equipment ranging from medical equipment to PABX systems, computer servers, electronic measuring equipment or even the entire Information Technology (IT) infrastructure.

Machinery Breakdown Insurance (MB)
Consort offer Machinery Breakdown insurance which caters for sudden and unforeseen electrical or mechanical breakdown.

Deterioration of Stock Insurance (DOS)
Indemnity provided by this section follows a loss under the Mechanical Breakdown policy which is already in force.

Business Interruption Insurance (BI)
Our BI/Loss of Profits insurance provides cover for the Loss of Gross Profit, Loss of Revenue and/ or Increased Cost in Working arising out of an indemnifiable loss or damage sustained to Machinery as insured under our Machinery Breakdown Policy.
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